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For Nicole Spain, accounting and finance is the glue that holds a company together. She believes
everyone has a professional home and strives to find the perfect fit that aligns both her Clients’ and
Candidates’ interests. Nicole’s goal is to pinpoint the perfect home for each Candidate while finding her
Clients the talent they need to drive success.
Nicole came to Lucas Group in 2016 as a Senior Executive Search Consultant in the Accounting &
Finance practice, specializing in placing professionals in contract positions throughout Georgia and the
Southeast. She quickly hit the ground running at the firm making several placements and immediately
began to help grow the Atlanta contracting department. In her role, Nicole focuses on making great
matches for both her Clients and Candidates, rather than simply filling positions. By making ideal matches
based on personality, cultural fit and skill sets, she ensures she makes mutually-beneficial partnerships
with each and every position.
Prior to Lucas Group, Nicole worked in IT recruiting for four years, building a foundation of strategic
recruiting skills and a strong network base. During her tenure, she was one of the top recruiters in the
company and took on a mentorship role to support newer recruiters develop their skills and networking
abilities. Nicole was also recruiter of the quarter on multiple occasions and a top biller in the office.
Nicole spends her free time with her husband, friends and family. She also enjoys exploring the great city
of Atlanta with its many things to do as well as good music, great food and good wine; Nicole is also into
yoga and staying active. An alumna of the University of Georgia, she holds a B.S. in Genetics and
previously did clinical research before switching to recruiting to better utilize her skills of relationship
management and communication.
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